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Intelligence contains "tell", meaning brain power & smarts require communication, I once heard 

a professor of writing & composition say hundreds of moons ago. The opposite meaning, 

unintelligible, doesn't explain which side or if maybe both cause the disconnection. Is 

intelligence the effect of the reader, listener & observer or a writer & speaker? A combination of 

both? This leads us to ask, what is intelligence? 

 

The nearly indigestible news in the USA today (it's impossible to check weather, traffic and 

sports without a forced look into the anal cavities of politics) is loaded with accusations of who 

is dumb, smart and why. To me a lot of both are served up, but I'm an emotional human suffering 

the forced un-pleasantries —which might seem imposed, but as we here all know, are part of the 

sport & games for which we & I gladly signed up— so let's turn to an impartial source: what is 

intelligence or its opposite? 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, what causes high intelligence in youngsters where no chance at 

education has been offered? The opposite often takes much longer to 

manifest, develop or been seen. 

C: Greetings to all we offer, and say no such 

thing as an unintelligent human exists. This is 

not possible, yet prevails as one of the most 

common distortions and misunderstandings 

humans hold. 

 

 

Q: Please explain.  

C: No human lives without a soul. No soul can become a human temporarily without 

choosing it affirmatively, without enlisting agreements, advice, assistance and help from many 

surrounding souls. This cannot be done in a way any human would consider unintelligent.  

 

Q: Do less intelligent souls exist? 

C: No.   

 

Q: Why do we humans have less and more intelligent among us? 

C: To learn from the experience.  

 

Q: When we come across someone who seems less intelligent, what reaction should we 

have? 

C: Two; examine the motivation and emotions which give rise to it. These explain what 

seems unintelligent but is not. The second reaction is to look into the deep intelligence, courage, 

generosity and love such apparently unintelligent person has, for her or his willingness to play 

this role so convincingly. Nearly all of you who come here will understand, thus opportunity to 

set an example you have. Observers of your interactions take good notice, even if this is not 

obvious or even seen.  



Q: When a public policy debate erupts and accusations of stupidity are launched like 

missiles, what is really going on? 

C: The accuser is learning.  

 

Q: What happens if you are drawn into such conversation and called dumb? 

C: Explain to whomever says this to or about you, that you see a confusing laziness in such 

comments. To engage then insult requires thought and effort, which are not lazy. To then 

descend to insults by skipping explanations, suggests unwillingness to put forth effort just 

displayed. This is confusing. This is what we recommend be answered.  

 

Q: Is it a good idea to ignore the insult and avoid the accuser? 

C: No, not immediately. Explain to such person how reacting negatively to being insulted is 

not a power over you, you want to hand out so easily; you are reluctant to relinquish control to 

domination by insult. Explain that if the insults continue, little will be learned about the subject 

and topic, but everything will be understood about such a social offender, that s/he prefers to 

trade in personal criticism, not ideas. 

 

Q: This is the oldest disagreement technique invented, isn't it? When the argument seems 

lost, make it personal instead.   

C: You the target need not agree with this. 

 

Q: Why do otherwise intelligent people engage in this? I am thinking of a big movie star I've 

admired for decades, who now misses no opportunity to issue a profanity laced tirades. His track 

record makes his intelligence unquestionable. 

C: Emotion. How entertaining is this, for the actor and for all who observe. Do you not see 

the learning, experience and beauty in what is done?  

 

Q: What motivates a soul to choose a life of an apparently unintelligent person? 

C: The large majority of these lives are undertaken to provide a lesson for others; these lives 

are a gift for others to enjoy, from which great learning is accomplished. The small minority of 

the relatively unintelligent are taken on for the principal benefit of the soul doing it, and in these 

cases, nearly all such lives are a contrast and complement to another one of deep intelligence, 

wit, brains and knowledge. The latter, human valued positive traits are quite easy to assume, 

because this describes all of you.  All of you are intelligent, witty and knowledgeable and in your 

hearts all of you know this is true, automatically.    

 

Q: How can a human gain access to this deep knowledge, brains and intelligence? 

C: What this question asks is, how can I shift my life plan, course and contract away from 

what I have followed so far? To this we say, by asking yourself then your Guardian Angel 

Guides to assist with the adjustment. This process will then draw in all other souls with whom 

agreements are in effect, for regular, future or past interactions. The beauty and complexity of 

your life will show why you follow the course you have laid out before yourself and what places 

you wish your paths to reach. You might well decide to stay the course, then erase from your 

conscious, awakened mind the consideration and contemplation given to the change. 

 



Q: Why do we so easily think a person is smart if we agree, but not where there is 

disagreement? 

C: Emotion.   

 

Q: I recently read where Russia and China are planning some rule to restrict and effectively 

censor communications. This seems to be good evidence of problematic "unintellgibility". 

 (I was just waiting for a chance to use my newly coined word…)                                                                                                                    

 

C: This is not about intelligence, it is control and power. Human ability to communicate is a 

force far more powerful than any bomb, weapon, earthquake or storm. It will shed light in the 

darkest corner and thus the lust to control it, becomes irresistible. This emotion overcomes.   

 

Q: The first humanoids were not intelligent by current or even historical human standards, 

but obviously the creators understood the existence of the soul and its intelligence. How did they 

limit intelligence in their humanoid human forerunner creations?  

C: They did not, to the contrary. The creators of the first humanoids to live upon Earth, the 

humanoids later adapted to become the homo sapiens you call yourselves today, knew there 

would be many souls ready and willing to incarnate for the experience. There always are; the 

decision involves great discussion, offers, counter-offers, suggestions, modifications and designs 

before incarnation takes body and place.  

 

Q: When shall humans reach this understanding? 

C: Many of you already have, it is but a matter of degree and general acceptance. Be well 

one and all, do return.      

 

 


